I
admit to being a very practical person who doesn't pay much attention to theory in my daily life. The interesting part is that I often come to the same conclusions as people who do. One of my favorite colleagues is Dr. Dian Walster, who is my exact opposite on this question but whose actions are similar. We often discuss effective teaching. During one of our discussions, I discovered that I practiced reflective learning in a similar fashion to how Monsieur Jourdain in Molière's Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme learned to his amazement that he spoke prose. She may have learned about this technique from her interest in theoretical pedagogy, while I implemented it from my thinking about how to teach effectively, past experience as a student, and trial and error.
The role of theory in librarianship in general is a tricky issue, as it is in the social sciences in general. To me, the best proof of the difficulty of forming an accurate, predictive theory is the stock market. Anyone who could solve this problem would get filthy rich. While researchers can draw statistically valid conclusions about the present, their results then modify future activities and undermine these very theories. In addition, these theories depend upon assumptions that can change and upon the researchers' views of human nature, where irrationality is often more important than the traditionally assumed rationality of economic decisions. The only valid permanent assumption may be human greed. In the end, the best minds grapple with this problem and come up with different conclusions. The stock market expert with a long string of successes may suddenly have a phenomenal failure. In the end, research has shown that throwing darts at a list of stocks often comes up with statistically similar results to the picks of the most sophisticated stock market analysts. (http://www.avidtrader.com/2013/01/ the-handoff/)
Furthermore, social science theory is most often a distillation of practice. The researcher analyzes what happens and then comes up with a theory to explain the results. I frequently ask potential hires how long they think that their research will remain valid because theory needs to change as often as practice does. I used to subscribe to an Internet bulletin on Web design that recommended constantly changing features and revising the site after testing the current and the proposed change simultaneously to see which version produced more revenue. This bulletin didn't even attempt to explain why some things worked better than others beyond a certain number of core principles. Instead, they advocated continuous experimentation.
To focus specifically on collection development, many of the key assumptions of the past are no longer true. Digital coexists with print. The window of easy availability of materials is no longer the brief time when they were in-print and sold by the publisher. The library is no longer limited to providing physical access. An abundance of information has replaced scarcity as the key issue for users. Digital information resources are not static. Libraries are no longer judged by the size of their print collections but by their ability to deliver quickly-needed information to their user communities. A small library can have access to vast quantities of digital resources. I could continue, but I'll stop here.
All these changes, which have happened in less than two decades, challenge the former theories of collection development from the print age. Libraries are establishing new practices to deal with the changing environments. Patrondriven acquisitions has replaced buying materials for future users. Libraries are removing print materials on the assumption of the reliability of digital access. Collections no longer need to be balanced if the libraries' users don't value this balance. The role of the collection development specialist has been radically diminished. Libraries are buying large quantities of materials as packages for economies of scale. (This change, however, resembles the purchase of major microform sets where many of the items were never used and where some were almost useless for scholarly research.) I would contend that the full implications of these changes are not yet known. Many rely on the assumption that most materials will remain accessible somewhere either digitally or in print or that those materials that disappear weren't worth saving, at least for today's scholars. Research is underway to study the results of these changes, but conclusions Overall, I believe that much practical research must occur to test the results of the changes in collection development, but doing so is always difficult. Some areas will be easier than others. If the university press that digitizes its complete back list significantly increases its revenues over a press that doesn't, the market has spoken; or perhaps, for an alternate explanation, this press happened to have a strong back list. More difficult to prove, for example, will be the premise that scholars won't find needed links for their research because the resource is no longer easily available from browsing the print collection. A few pieces of anecdotal evidence don't prove much one way or the other. In some ways, libraries didn't do very well in getting the right information to users in the past, and perhaps they won't do much better in the future. A much more significant body of practical research will be required before the meta-analysis can take place to create new theories of collection development.
Another issue is that research that most believe to be valid is often not applied. Having a gun does not protect the owner but increases the risk of violence. Students would learn more if classes started later, but this schedule change would conflict with sports. I see the Against the Grain / February 2013 <http://www.against-the-grain.com>
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same possibilities of rejection for library research that is counter to core values/prejudices of librarianship or to the operational wishes of library administrators. The library press, blogs, and discussion lists trumpet research in support of libraries but somehow seek to find ways to show why research on a diminished value for libraries isn't valid. I came very close to giving this column the subtitle: "Ross Atkinson, Where Art Thou?" Ross Atkinson, who died suddenly in 2006 at the age of 60, was the collection development theorist of my generation. His last published paper in Library Literature Online was "Six Key Challenges for the Future of Collection Development." He was grappling to integrate the changes brought about by the digital revolution. I wish that he were still alive to continue this work since I'm not aware of any other theorist of his stature who is publishing today.
My concluding point returns to the thought of placing theory within the framework of completing everyday tasks. I thought Ross was brilliant and relished reading each new article. I wouldn't, however, have assigned his work to my collection development students because many of them would not have had the background or contextual knowledge to understand his reasoning and conclusions. Similarly, many librarians in the print age were skilled at collection development without having read his theories and not even knowing that he existed. His theoretical ideas filtered down to more practical writers like me and thereby improved the practice of collection development. The idea that I pick up tomorrow in The Wall Street Journal may contain the essential lessons of a highly complex management study though simplified enough to be put into practice by the average manager. On the other hand, the same idea might also come from a hard-working boss who discovered the concept by evaluating what worked and didn't work on the job. Both approaches have their validity. The best case is when they both reach similar conclusions since this fact increases the probability of accuracy, at least for a little while before the next major change. 
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